Whites colonize Blacks; Jews colonize Whites!

JEWS 101: Introduction to the Jewish Problem
[Please click on or paste the above link into your browser address bar to view a 6 minute concise introduction to the Jewish Question by a White South African’s point of view. The following is a transcript of that video.]

**Note:** If the link is broken try doing a search using this: Whites colonize Blacks; Jews colonize Whites! (or similar)
I’m going to read an email that I wrote somebody. To an old Christian man who used to be a high ranking military officer. I was trying to explain to him, in a simple way, what I mean by the Jewish question.

So I’m going to read to you what I wrote to him.

Let me sum up the Jewish question this way: Whites colonize blacks, jews colonize Whites. If you grasp what I’m saying, that jews colonize Whites, then that is the beginning of understanding this thing.
Jewish colonialism operates in a way that has no parallel in history. I have been studying my history up to my eyeballs for the last two and a half years and I’m far from finished. But what I have uncovered is tons and tons of stuff that we are not aware of. As for the Jewish problem, that requires encyclopedias to explain. It is a problem that has been brewing in Europe for at least 500 years, but very possibly, longer.
Spain had the biggest Jewish population in Europe and they had a struggle with Christianity on the one hand and Jews and Muslims, where the Jews and Muslims were working together to control the Christians. The Jews and Muslims ruled Spain for 700 years. And it took the Christians 200 years to drive the Jews and the Muslims out.

The Jews actually backed the Muslims originally, to conquer Spain.

So a key event in the White race’s struggle with itself was when, in 1492, the Spanish King and Queen, two separate royal houses, kicked all 300,000 Jews out of Spain.
This kicked off the Spanish Inquisition which was a hunt for Jews pretending to be Christian.

The Jewish question is so enormous with so many aspects, and it’s been written about in detail. But the Jewish question is central to the identity of the White man. This problem is playing itself out right now in the USA, exactly as it has done in Europe for centuries. I just want to emphasize that the Jewish question is more important than you can believe.
Now since you are a Christian the issue is even more massive. The endless wars between Whites in Europe, especially Christian on Christian wars, may have been more Jew fueled than you can imagine.

The Jew question today is not smaller than in 1939, it is even more massive, now it’s global.

For Christians the dilemmas with jews gets even worse. Did you know that the Christian church was split by Martin Luther, the great Christian reformer.
Now Martin Luther was a German monk. He felt sorrow for the jews. He wanted to reform Christianity, so that the jews would become Christian. As you know, he took great risks to do what he did. And thus was born Protestantism. And then to his utter dismay, the jews still refused to convert. Martin Luther later wrote a book called “The Jews and Their Lies”. He was absolutely infuriated with them.

The Jewish clash is with Whites, White nations and Christianity. The jews do not see themselves as our equal. Nor as being a part of us.

They are a people who desire to rule us. Jews and Christians are mutually exclusive. Jews and Whites are mutually exclusive.

I must add that I had many Jewish friends even in Israel. I’ve had a lot of contact with jews.
Now let me shock you!

White jews are the enemies of all White people. I will repeat that. White jews have openly written and spoken about destroying the White race for the last 100 years.

White jews are working for the destruction of all White people, even now.
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